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Relationships between convergence properties of a family of extended real valued 
functions and convergence properties of the family of the sets of their (approximate 
or exact) saddle points are investigated. The use of r-limits on convergence spaces 
enables us to refine several theorems and to get entirely new results (i.e., on the 
convergence of approximate saddle points to an exact saddle point). The fundamen- 
tal role of marginal functions in the convergence of (approximate) saddle points is 
observed. The corresponding results on convergence of minima are recovered as a 
special case. c 1989 Academtc Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
We shall not insist on the importance of saddle points. It is possible to 
characterize such a point of a function f on Xx Y 
- as an element of the set Min, f A Max Yf (S. Dolecki, personal 
communication) where: 
Min,f = {(x, y)/f(x, Y) G f(z4, Y), vu E X> 
Max,f= {(x, YMIx, ~)2f(x, 01, VVE Y} 
- or, equivalently, as a point (X, j) such that: 
sup f(% Y) = ,1$p, j). 
SE Y 
The above formula amounts to the equality between the value at X of an 
upper marginal function of f and the value at j of a lower marginal 
function off as it was already observed by E. Cavazzutti and J. Morgan 
[4]. But very often, only approximate saddle points are available; in order 
to conveniently handle large (and eventually infinite) values of f 
(If(x, y)l >, r, r large!) as well as the known values with an accuracy better 
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than E (E small!), we define, with the aid of marginal functions, an (E, r)- 
saddle point (Section 1). 
When E. Cavazutti [3] began the study of convergence of saddle points, 
he dealt with a sequence (f,), of functions from a product space Xx Y into 
the extended real line R and with a functionf’equal to a certain r-limit of 
this sequence. Simultaneously H. Attouch and R. Wets [Z] replaced this 
unique function by every function smaller than a fixed r-limit of the (f,), 
and greater than another fixed r-limit of this sequence. The assumptions 
on the spaces X and Y adopted in both cases (metrizable spaces) seemed to 
be somewhat restrictive. Soon, I noticed that all that is needed in this study 
is to give a proper meaning to a symbol like x, -+ x. This leads directly to 
the notion of convergence space: a convergence space is a set in which, for 
every point, all the objects (filters...) convergent to that point, are defined 
(Section 2). Of course, the powerful tool of f-limits, adapted to the case of 
convergence spaces, is to be kept (Section 3). 
In Section 4, we give just the last assumptions available throughout the 
paper and an easy lemma on inequalities involving inferior or superior 
limits of reals; it will allow simple proofs. 
The upper limit of a family of sets of approximate saddle points is then 
studied in general convergence spaces (Section 5). Several known results 
follow, but above all we give here the framework in which it is possible to 
recover saddle points (and “saddle values”) of the limit function from 
approximate saddle points (and the corresponding values) of the functions 
of the studied family. Besides the use of the cocompact convergence leads 
to a result of localisation of the set of saddle points stronger than a 
theorem of G. Greco [lo] to whom I owe thanks for disclosing his 
unpublished results. 
Finally, the lower limit of sets of approximate saddle points is discussed 
in Section 6. We show that under suitable assumptions on marginal 
functions a saddle point of the limit function is a limit of approximate 
saddle points of the approximating functions. Moreover, we give some 
criteria for the marginal functions to verify the above assumptions, 
expressed in terms of the original functions, that seem to have important 
consequences also outside our specific application. 
To close this Introduction, let us remark that if we fix in this work a 
variable, say y, we obtain some theorems (or improvements of them) on 
convergences of minima by S. Dolecki [7]. I thank him for having 
proposed to me to investigate this generalisation and also, I express to him 
all my sincere acknowledgments for numerous and fruitful discussions. 
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1. SADDLE POINTS; MARGINAL FUNCTIONS 
Let X, Y denote two sets and let g be an application from Xx Y into R. 
We define the lower marginal function of g, m: Y + R and the upper 
marginal function of g, 44: X+ lR! respectively by 
m(y) = jzf. g(x, Y) and Wx)=sup g(x, Y) 
."E Y 
so that, for every (x, u) in Xx Y we have 
m(y) G dx, Y) 6 M(x). 
Classically, a point (X, j) is called a saddle point of g if 
g(X Y) G gk J) 6 gk j) for every (x, y) E X x Y 
which is equivalent to 
M(x) G m(j) 
(or also M(x) = m(j)). The set of saddle points of g will be denoted by S 
(or S,). 
A less restrictive notion is the following: for 0 ds < + cc and 
0 < Y < + co, we shall say that (x, y) is an (E, r)-saddle point of g if 
(M(x) -E) A (r) 6 (m(y) + E) v t-r).’ 
The set of such points will be denoted by S(E, r) (or SJE, r)). The case 
where E = 0 and r = + cc is then only that of a saddle point (S = 
S(0, + cc)) and it is easy to remark: 
LEMMA 1. (a) For O<E, U-C + 00, and O<r, s6 + co: 
E < q and s d r imply S(E, I) c S(q, s) 
(b) s= nO<E,r< fee YE, r). 
As a consequence, we have also S = n, < E S(E, + co ) = n, < + o. S(0, r). 
2. CONVERGENCE; CONVERGENCE SPACES 
If Z is a nonvoid set, a convergence 5 on Z will be here considered as an 
application associating to each element z of Z a nonvoid family t(z) (or 
‘ a A b = min(a, b); u v b = max(a, b). 
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Z(z) if there is no confusion) of filters on Z, said to be convergent to z;* 
then (Z, 5) is called a convergence space (see, for instance, [9]). The 
following examples of convergence spaces are fundamental: 
A. Convergence Induced by Topology 
Let (Z, r) be a topological space. For all element z of Z, t(z) is the 
family of all filters on Z liner than the filter M(z) of r-neighbourhoods of z. 
B. Sequential Convergence 
A filter is called elementary if there exists a sequence (z,), such that 
{zh 2 PIpeN constitutes one of its base. 
We say that Z is equipped with a sequential convergence if for each 
element z of Z, l(z) is a nonvoid family of elementary filters. For example, 
if (Z, r) is a topological space, the corresponding sequential convergence 
space, (Z, z,,~) is such that, for all z of Z, z,,~(z) is the family of elementary 
filters associated to the r-convergent sequences to z. 
C. Local Compactfication of a Topology 
Let (Z, z) be a topological space. Define, for all element z of Z, t(z) as 
the family of the filters finer than the traces of the z-neighbourhood filter 
N(z) on the compact sets including z; so, a filter 2 on Z belongs to c(z) if 
there exists a compact set L of Z containing z such that 9 is liner than 
PO = L n M(z) (a base of TO is formed by the sets L n U where U describes 
M(z)). 
This convergence 5, called the local compactification of t (or also 
co-compact convergence) will be denoted by zK or Z, [7]. 
3. ~-LIMITS 
Let Zi, . . . . Z, be sets provided with their respective convergences and c(, 
c(, , . . . . c(, be signs + or - . (We shall use only the case where n equals one 
or two!) Let 8 be a filter on a nonvoid set I. 
In the definition below, we write ext + for sup and ext ~ for inf. 
If (gi)iel is a family of functions from Z, x . . . x Z, into R, the 
application r(F”l”, Z7;‘, . . . . Zz)(gi)i from Z, x ... x Z, into R is defined by 
f(F, zy, . ..) ZZ)(g;); (z,, . ..) z,) 
:= f(F, zyqz,), . ..) z>(z,))(gi)i 
.- .- extml . . ext”” f(F, 971, . . . . sy)( g,)i 
-91 E Zl(Zl) F” E Z”(Z”) 
2 Throughout the paper, it would be suffkient to assume that, for each z, Z(z) is a nonvoid 
family of semi-filters on Z (a nonvoid family 9’ of nonvoid subsets of Z is a semi-filter if A 
belongs to 9 and E includes A imply that B belongs to 9). 
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(see [7, 13]), where the “classical” r-limit ([S]) is 
xext’ ext” ... exP gi(u,, . . . . u,). 
I’EF U,EF, un E Fn 
If, for each id I, gi = l,!, where A, is a subset of 2, x . . . x 2, and l,, is 
equal to 1 on Ai and 0 elsewhere, we define the set r( ... )(Ai)i by 
li-( .‘. )(A,), := r( . )( l,&. 
Remark 1. If Zk (k fixed, 1 6 k 6 n) is the convergence space induced 
by a topological space (case A of Section 2) we may replace in the calculus 
of the preceding T-limit at the point (z,, . . . . zk, . . . . z,) the family Zk(zk) of 
filters by the unique filter Nz,(zk) (the coarsest of the family) (easy 
verification, see also [ 111) and so we may write r(..., N;;, . ..) instead of 
I-( . ..) zp, . ..). 
Remark 2. We give below some notations according to different 
authors (when Z is the convergence space induced by a topological space): 
(a) for a family (g,), of functions from Z into R: 
- the inferior epi-limit of (gi)i: li,(gi) = f-(9 -, Z- )(g,), 
~ the superior epi-limit of (g,)i: Is,(g,) = T(9 +, ZP )(g,),; 
(b) for a family (Ai), of subsets of Z 
- the lower (or to Kuratowski) limit of (A,), 
Li(AJ= (-j u Ai=r(9-,Z+)(Ai)i, 
HE.F# ieH 
where B# is the grill of 9, that is HE~# iff HnF#@ for 
all FE$. 
- the upper (or of Kuratowski) limit of (Ai), 
L.s(A,)= (I IJ A,=r(9+,Z+)(Ai)i. 
FtSt ;GF 
Analogously, in a general convergence space Z, F(F -, Z+ )(Ai)i is 
called the lower limit of (A,), and I-(@ +, Z+ )(Ai)i its upper limit; the latter 
consists of the points adherent to (F!~)~ when the index set is filtered by F 
C7J 
Remark 3. If g = gi for all i, we drop, of course, F-” in the symbol of 
the considered r-limits. 
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4. GENERAL HYPOTHESIS AND NOTATIONS 
In all sequel, F is a filter on a nonvoid set I and, if no supplementary 
conditions are mentioned, X and Y are convergence spaces. 
We are concerned with functions f and fi (in I) from Xx Y into R with 
their marginal functions functions mi, M, and with the sets Si (resp. 
Si(.s, r)) of their saddle points (resp. (E, r)-saddle points) (see Section 1). Of 
course, m, M, S, S(E, r) denote the corresponding objects for f: 
Furthermore, E and si (i E I) are always nonnegative reals while r and ri 
(i E I) are always strictly positive and possibly infinite. 
For convenience sake, we write briefly lim (resp. lim) for supFE 19 infiG. 
(resp. inf,, 9 supieF). Let (a,), and (bi)i be to families in w; several times, 
we shall need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Zf E > lim E, and r 6 lim ri, then 
(b ai -6) h (r)bb((ai -Ed) A (ri)} 
lim{ (b, + Ei) v ( -ri)} < (lim bi + E) v ( -r). 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Moreover, if E = 0 and r = + co, then: 
7 
hm ai <lim{ (ai - si) A (r;)} 
h((bj+~,)v (-r,)}<limb;. 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
The last two inequalities are in fact equalities. 
5. UPPER LIMIT OF THE SETS OF APPROXIMATE SADDLE POINTS 
Below we give a condition which ensures that a point, belonging to the 
upper limit of the family of the sets of approximate saddle points is an 
approximate (or even an exact) saddle point of a limit function. 
THEOREM 1. Let (x, y) be a point of Xx Y such that 
r(F + 2 Y + I( (Y) <m(y) and M(x) < r(F-, X-)(Mi)i (x). (5.1) 
Then, for E 2 lim ,,F .zi and r<b,,, rir 
(X2 Y)Er(F+f, X+3 Y+)(Si(Ei, ri))i implies (x, y) E S(E, r). 
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Proof: Since (x, y) belongs to the upper limit of the sets Si(~i, ri) (in I), 
there exists a filter $9 E X(x) and a filter 2 E Y(y) such that: 
QHE~,QGE~,QFE~,~~EF,~uEG,~~EH: 
(4 0) E Si(Ei, r,); 
that is. 
(Mi(U)-EL) A (ri)G(mi(u)+Ej) V (-ri) 
and therefore 
(,ffE Mi(“)-E,) A (ri)< (SUP mi(“)+Ej) V ( -ri). 
IltH 
We take now the lower limit on the left and the upper limit on the right 
along the filter 9, and then obtain (with (4.1) and (4.2)): 
The left-hand side is independent of H and the right-hand side is 
independent of G; so we may take the least upper bound( on the left-hand 
side) over the G in 9 and the greatest lower bound (on the right-hand side) 
over the H in 2 to obtain 
(f(F-,gp)(Mj)i-&)A (r)<(r(F+,#+)(m,),+&)v (-r) 
and, consequently, 
(f(B-, xp)(Mi)j(X)-E) A (r)<(ZJF+, Y+)(m,), (.Y)+E) V (-I). 
It remains to use the assumptions (5.1) to get the desired inequality: 
(M(x)--E) * (rIGMy)+&) v t-r). I 
If we know, more precisely than in Theorem 1 above that (x, y) is an 
upper limit point of a fixed subfamily (xi, yi)isJ of approximate saddle 
points (condition (5.2) below), then the conclusion may be strengthened as 
follows: 
COROLLARY 1 (Approximation of the saddle values). Zf the inequalities 
(5.1) are fulfilled and if 
there exists JE 9# such that for each ie J there exists a point 
(Xi, Y,) E Sz(Ei, ri) SO that (~2 Y) E r(g: > X+, Y+ )( { (Xi, Yj)} )i (5.2) 
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then, for E 2EJ,, E; and r < l&,,, ri, (x, y) E S(E, r) and 
(M(X) - E) A (r) d (g Mi(xi) - E) A (r) 
6(hmm,(y,)+~) v (-r)<(m(y)+E) v  (-r). 
J.9 
Proof: Since J is an element of the grill F #, J meets every element of 
B and then the trace on J on % is still a filter and so we may speak of 
(lower, upper) limits along this filter FJ (we write l&r,,, for hJ,,) and 
so on. Then it suffices to read again the proof of Theorem 1 where J and FJ 
replace I and 9 (the “new” inequalities (5.1) are still fulfilled) and where 
we add the inequalities between quotation marks below: 
(b inf Mi(u)--E) A (r) 
J.9 UGG 
“ < (b Mj(xi) - E) A (r) 
3, .% 
<!b [(M;(Xi)-E;) A (ri)] 
J,F 
7 
G @ [tmi(Yi) + Ez) v ( -ri)l 
d(limmi(yi)+~) v (-ry 
J.fl 
<(limSUpWl,(U)+E) V (-r) 
J, .% LlEH 
(xi E G) 
(4.1) 
(X;, Yi) E Si(Ei, ri) 
(4.2) 
(YiEfo I 
If we suppose that the precision on the approximate saddle points 
improves along 9 and even become complete, the family (E;, ri)isJ 
converges to (0, + ao), that is, 
7 
0 = lim E, and + 00 = lim r,. 
J.9 J, F 
Then we may apply Corollary 1 (assumptions (5.1) and (5.2)) with E = 0 
and r = + co and get the convergence to the saddle value: 
(x, y) is a saddle point off and f(x, y) = iJiJmF fj(xi, y,). 
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In fact, we have by Corollary 1, 
f(X, J’)=M(X)<k+ Mj(Xj)Cj$j [(Mj(Xj)-Ei) A ril 
Glim [(mi(Yi)+ci) ” (Fri)l .I 
(using successively 4.1, (xi, yi) E Si(sir r,), 4.4) and analogous opposite 
inequalities for the upper limit. 1 
Remark. Let (x, y) be a point of Xx Y. The following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(a) (X3 Y)Er(F+, X+3 Y+)(si(Ej,~i))i 
(b) (x9 Y)EU:~,~,, nr(s.T, g+, ~+)({xi, yi)}),, 
where Y (resp. 2, J) describes X(x) (resp. Y(y), 9 “) and where the inter- 
section is taken over all the selections, for each i in .I, of a point (xi, yi) in 
the set Si(si, ri). 
Of course, we might state the sequential versions of the preceding results. 
Notice only that, if F is the natural cotinal filter on the set N of non- 
negative integers (we write then N instead of 9) and if X and Y are 
topological spaces equipped with the associated sequential convergences, 
the assumptions (5.1) and (5.2) become (using eventually (3.4) or (4.1) of 
Clll): 
For all sequences (x~)~ and (yk)k convergent to x 
and y respectively, we have: 
E, mk( yk) 6 m(y) and M(x) < h, MIC(xp). (5.1 )Seq 
There exists a sequence (nk)k -+ cc and a sequence 
(Xk9 Yk) E &,(&k, rnk) convergent to (x, y). (5.2),,, 
Therefore, comparing with results by H. Attouch and R. Wets (Theorem 
3.10 of [2]) or by H. Attouch, D. Aze, and R. Wets (Theorem 2.6 of El]), 
we get two important improvements of their theorems: 
(i) We deal with approximate saddle points instead of exact saddle 
points. 
(ii) The “epi-hype convergence” (i.e., the inequalities 
f(x,u)~r(~--,~--, y+)(“fi),(X,~) for all v E Y 
r(F+, y + 3 x ~ ,(fii,, (Yt u) G .f(K Y) for all UEX(J.(V, u)=fi(u, u))) 
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implies immediately the needed inequalities on marginal functions: 
M(x) d r(9 p> x ~ )(“j)i(x) and r(F+, y  + )(I”i)i (Y) 6 m(Y). 
In the following statement, X and Y are two topological Hausdorff 
spaces and E a&i, E,, r d h, ri. The use of the local compactitications of 
the topologies on X and Y leads to: 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that: 
(a) M (resp. m) is lower (resp. upper) semi-continuous on compact 
subsets of X (resp. Y). 
(b) For every compact set A in X and every compact set B in Y, 
F (sup mi( y)) d sup m(y) 
y E B y E B 
inf M(x) < lim (3:: M,(x)). 
x E A I 
Then, if C is a compact subset of Xx Y disjoint from S(E, r), C is also 
disjoint of the sets Si(&,, ri) for every i belonging to some F in 9. 
ProoJ Fix x in X. Let A be a compact set containing x. For all closed 
neighbourhood U of x, we may apply the assumption (b) with the compact 
set A n U and then take the upper bound, in the two sides of the 
inequality, over all such U (which form a basis of neighbourhoods of x). 
Finally, we take the lower bound, in the two sides, over all compact sets A 
containing x. We get 
r(xjJ ) M(x) < r(F -2 Xi )(Mj)i (X). 
Similarly, we prove: for every y in Y, 
r(F++, Yi I( (Y) d flY,f 1 m(Y). 
But, the assumption (a) of Corollary 2 means exactly that, for every 
(x, y) in Xx Y, we have 
M(x) < qx, ) M(x) and UY,+)m(y)dm(~). 
We obtain then the needed inequality (5.1), for the cocompact convergence 
spaces XK and Y,, at every point of Xx Y. So, by Theorem 1, we may 
conclude: r(9 + , X$ , Yi )(Si(Ei, r;))i C St&, r). 
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But it is easy to remark (using that the projections of compact sets are 
still compact!) that 
r(F + > x,+ T y: )tSitEi, ri))i = r(s + 7 Cxx y),+ )(Si(Ei, rz))i 
and the conclusion follows then from [7, A 2 Theorem]. 1 
Note. The general hypotheses of Greco [lo] are 
v sup inf fi(x, y) < sup inf f(x, y) 
.,a t B .’ ’ u .v t B x E u 
inf sup f(x, y) G lim :I’, ;Ep,.h(x, Y) 
VGA YE v I 
for all compact sets A, B and all open sets U, V of X, Y, respectively. It is 
clear that they imply the assumptions (b) of Corollary 2. 
6. LOWER LIMIT OF SETS OF APPROXIMATE SADDLE POINTS 
In the preceding section, we have obtained an approximate (or exact) 
saddle point of a limit function as an element of the upper limit of the 
family of the sets of approximate saddle points of the functions f, 
(adherence of the sets). The next theorem goes in the opposite direction: 
under suitable assumptions, an approximate (or exact) saddle point of a 
limit function is necessarily an element of the lower limit of the considered 
family of sets. 
THEOREM 2. Let (x, y) he a point of Xx Y such that 
m(v) d r(Fz-, Y + )bJ, (Y) and r(F++,X-)(M,),(x)<M(x). (6.1) 
Then, for O<E<~< +cc andO<s<r< +co, 
(4 y) E St4 r) implies (x, y)Er(F”, X+, Y+)(S;(q, s))~. 
ProoJ Suppose m(y)= +co. Then with (6.1), s< +co=T(F-, Y+) 
(m,), (y), and so, in view of the definitions, 
CM? E Y(y), VH E 2, ~FE 9, Vi E F, 3u E H: s-cm,(o). 
Consequently: (Mi(u) - q) A (s) < (m,(u) + 11) v (-5) and we conclude 
easily that (x, y) E T(B ~, X +, Y’)(Si(q, s))~ The same is true if 
M(x)= -co. 
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So, in the remaining case and since (x, y) belongs to S(E, r), we have 
now 
-CO <a :=(M(x)-E) A (r)<A 
<b:=(m(y)+~) v (-r)< +co, 
where ;1 equals (a + 6)/2. 
Let c1 be a real with 0 < o! < inf(v] - E, r -s). We obtain in view of (6.1) 
lw-a<~(5F--, Y+){(~,+E) v (-r)}i(y) 
and 
that is, 
r(9+, Xp)((Mi-E) A (r)}i(X)<A+a; 
3~EY(y),VH~~,3F,~~,Vi~F,,3u~H:~-a~(mi(u)+~)v(-r) 
~%EE(x),VGEY, ~F,E~,V~EF,,~UEG: (Mi(u)-E) A (r)<A+a. 
This leads, for all i in the element F= FH n F, of the filter 9, to 
-a + (&Ii(u) - &) A (r) < A < a + (m,(v) + &) v (-r) 
and, therefore, by the choice of a, 
(M,(u)-vl) A (S)G(m,(~)+rl) v t-s). I 
In the next statement, we deal with a sequence (f,,), defined on the 
product of two first countable spaces X and Y. By usual selection 
procedure, we get 
COROLLARY 3. Let (u,, u,), be a sequence convergent to a point (x, y) of 
S(E, r) and suppose that 
m(y) d lim %(U”) and 
7 
hm M,(u,) < M(x). (6.1 heq 
n " 
Then there exists sequences (x,, y,),, (E,),, and (r,), such that 
(x,2 Y”), + (x3 Yh (En), --) d&n ’ E); (r,L -+ r(rn <r) 
and (x,, y,) belongs to S,,(E,, r,) for n large enough. 
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ProoJ: According to (4.2) of [ 111, the existence of a sequence (u,, u,), 
satisfying (6.1 )seq is equivalent to (6.1). So, by Theorem 2, 
and also by the isotonicity of the sets S,Jc(, t) with respect to a and t, 
inf r(N -, (J%(X) x-WY)) + )( sup 1 c<q,s<r 5xcr,tJn = 1. e<cz<n,s4r<r 
Denote by g (resp. .&) the (natural) filter on ]E, + co[ (resp. 10, r[) 
converging to E (resp. Y). The preceding relation may then be written 
r(N-> (JG(x)xJG(Y))+> (% x-T)+ )(ls,c-;,(.,.I), = 1. 
It remains to apply a result of De Giorgi and Franzoni [S] (see also 
(4.9) and (4.2) of [ll]) to obtain a sequence (x,, y,, E,, rn)n converging to 
(x, y, E, r) with 
E, > E, r, <r and bl Sn(En,r,)(xrz7 YJ = 1. I 
n 
Our sufficient conditions (6.1) have been formulated in terms of marginal 
functions of {f,}i,,. Our task is now to derive (6.1) from some 
assumptions on {fi},c,. In order to avoid here the introduction of a new 
notion (of compactoid filter [S] ) we restrict ourselves to the case of 
topological Hausdorff spaces. A theorem, generalizing Theorem 3 below, 
will be presented in a future paper. 
THEOREM 3. Let y be a point of Y at which 
f(x, y)<r(9-,X-, Y+)(fi)i(~, y) forall xEX. (6.3’) 
Suppose that, for every I. < m(y) and every neighbourhood V of y, there 
exists an element F of 9 such that the set 
is relatively compact and such that, if it is empty, for each i E F, one at least 
of the sets { fi( ., u) < A} is empty. Then 
m(y)<r(Fp, Y+)(mi)i(Y). (6.1’) 
409/137:2-2 
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ProoJ Choose 1 and V as in the statement. Since A< f(x, y) for all x in 
X, we have also 
i<r(p-,x-, y+)(fi),(x, Y) 
which implies, in particular (V is fixed), 
and then, 
By the assumption of compactness, for a finite number of points 
XI 2 . . . . X n, we have 
These two properties are naturally also true if we replace F and each F,, 
(i= 1 to n) by their intersection F’, element of the filter 9. Then we obtain 
Use now the last assumption of the theorem: for all ie F’, there exists u in 
I/ with {i.( ., u) < I*} = 0 and so m,(u) 2 1. In short, 
Vi < m(y), Vu E A$( y), 3F’ E 9: Vie F’, 3u E V: I d m,(u) 
or 
Analogously we may prove that 
r(F+, Y +, x ~ ,cfJ, (Y, xl G f(X? Y) for all y E Y (6.3”) 
implies 
r(F+5 x-)(“i)f (X)<M(x) (6.1”) 
under a compactness assumption. 
Thus, we have succeeded in formulating the desired sufficient conditions 
for (6.1) to hold. 
Finally, we apply Theorem 3 to functions independent of y and so we get 
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immediately the following result on convergence of infima (which may be 
also regarded as lower semi-continuity of a marginal function; see [6]). 
COROLLARY 4. Let h, hi (i E I) be real-valued functions on X. Suppose 
that 
h(x)<r(PP,XP)(h,),(x) forafl XEX 
and that, for every 1 -C inf h, there exists an element F of F such that the set 
u {hi(.)Gn} rsl; 
is relatively compact. Then, 
inf h(x) 6 lim (,l~f, hi(x)). 
YEX I, P 
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